Sutton, Neb., Mayor Virgil Ulmer (walking toward the trailer) rallied volunteers to lay acres of sod. That’s 120 days for nine holes. The second nine will be built once Fox Hollow is making money, Tilberg said. "Worst-case scenario is that it could be 20 years from now. Best-case is five to 10 years." Because he was the only person involved who had golf course construction knowledge, Glorso contracted to be on site at least 10 days a month. Meanwhile, volunteer labor — and goods — arrived from myriad sources:

- Over the course of the construction, 100 to 200 people worked on it. "People with the skill levels necessary pitched in. A lot of golf association members helped do dirt work and rake greens. A lot of city workers helped with drainage work. Contractors worked on it, but were supported by 10 to 20 volunteers at a time," Tilberg said.

- Volunteers basically worked after work and on Saturdays. "They’d show up at 3 or 4 o’clock, and I had started at 7 a.m., so I worked some very long days," a volunteer said. Newman, who maintained the old course for free the last half dozen years, was instrumental in organizing people. "At times I didn’t know if anyone would show up, but when it got down to the pinch they always did," Newman said.

- "We had 50 volunteers coming and going at various times — eight to 10 for seeding, eight to 10 for tie work. We never had big enough projects that we needed everybody there at once." Asked about the level of cooperation, Newman said: "Overall, it was very good. In a town this size, we still have a small percentage who feel ‘it will never work, never work.’ But they’re changing their minds since it greened up last fall. With clubhouse construction underway this winter, construction trade people and farmers have gotten more involved, Tilberg said.

- Northern Burlington Railroad was pulling up railroad ties and donated 5,000 to the town. The Volunteer Fire Department did a lot of the railroad tie work and built two bridges. Building bulkheads around waterways with the ties is labor-intensive and Glorso wasn’t on site during a majority of that work, "but I came back in a week and they had it done," he said.

- A company in town that does concrete work donated labor to lay the cart paths.
- A veterinary clinic, which has a couple thousand 10- to 15-year-old Scotch pine trees that are 10 to 12 feet tall, donated 250 trees and hauled them the quarter-mile to the course.
- People on the local tree board (Sutton is a Tree City USA) were instrumental in planting, staking and mulching trees.
- A local company donated a tractor to pull the seeder, and donated an employee for a week or more.
- "The mayor himself ran a scraper out there every day," Tilberg said. "He was instrumental in getting this done. He was a driving force."

- Jim Smith, a local irrigation contractor who had never irrigated a golf course before, "did an excellent job along with his son and a couple of other people," Glorso said. "They took 45 to 60 days to install a valve-in-head, two-row...
Sutton officials add community’s financial resources ‘to do the job right’ at Fox Hollow

By MARK LESLIE

SUTTON, Neb. — JFK suggested “Ask not what your country can do for you...” But in this small-town community, city officials asked, “What can we do for you?” And therein lies the key to the success story that has become Fox Hollow Country Club.

When floods and winds essentially washed away the old nine-hole Horseshoe Bend Golf Course, the golf association set its sights on rebuilding the track on roughly the same site. But the 40 acres it had available would have meant many concessions in quality, and ultimately, perhaps, failure.

"There was not room enough to do it right," said City Administrator Mac Tilberg. "The grass-roots effort of a small community is always full of compromises. That compromise here was: ‘Let’s do what we can with what we have to work with.’" It was then that the city asked, ‘Can public resources assist to do it right?’

The city needed to build a drainage way through town that would affect the proposed course, and saw the opportunity to improve the prospects for a better golf facility.

A market analysis had suggested that “a much nicer course could pay for itself as well,” Tilberg said. “Private resources were not 100 percent available to make it happen.” So, it was proven that two groups are stronger than one.

"If anything, what makes this course unique is the mix of citizens and government," said Mayor Virgil Ulmer. "A lot of courses are built in this part of the country by municipalities, or by volunteers where the municipality doesn’t have the wherewithal. People form an association and put a course together. In our case, we blended the two.

By doing that, we were able to keep the golf course privately held, but it still will be open to the public. It has enabled us to build a nicer course” than if either the municipality or volunteers had done it alone.

With the Community Redevelopment Authority (CRA) involved in the drainage project, “we now had the ability to move this course with some local government intervention,” Tilberg said. "The CRA is the long arm of the government and has the capacity to work with these agreements and cut the deals. We basically redeveloped the golf course from where it was to where it is now.”

Officials, he said, "helped move the golf course to a nicer site adjacent to the highway, where it became a course genuinely for the public: It has a view and a good market site location that made it more than just our little course in the middle of town that no one else would know about."

Kicking in $300,000, the city arranged legal agreements with the private sector, Fox Hollow Golf Club Association. The association is repaying the public participation in a couple of different debt-service schedules — one on a payment of a certain amount per year until the note is paid off; another being a tax increment financing that is like a tax abatement.

Nebraskan teamwork

Continued from previous page

Rainbird system with close to 300 heads. And we had relatively few problems.

* The irrigation crew drilled an irrigation well that provides 2,000 gallons per minute, and another townsperson donated the pump.

Van Kirk did the major earth-moving, and owner John Van Kirk ran a bulldozer to do a lot of shaping on the fairways while Glorso shaped all the greens and bunkers.

"Compared to other courses in small towns, this has a lot of character," Glorso said, "mainly because of the natural terrain. There are some swales off the farm fields adjacent to us."

Towns have built courses for farm fields adjacent to us." People form an association and put a course together. In our case, we blended the two. By doing that, we were able to keep the golf course privately held, but it still will be open to the public. It has enabled us to build a nicer course” than if either the municipality or volunteers had done it alone. With the Community Redevelopment Authority (CRA) involved in the drainage project, "we now had the ability to move this course with some local government intervention," Tilberg said. "The CRA is the long arm of the government and has the capacity to work with these agreements and cut the deals. We basically redeveloped the golf course from where it was to where it is now.”

Officials, he said, "helped move the golf course to a nicer site adjacent to the highway, where it became a course genuinely for the public: It has a view and a good market site location that made it more than just our little course in the middle of town that no one else would know about."

Kicking in $300,000, the city arranged legal agreements with the private sector, Fox Hollow Golf Club Association. The association is repaying the public participation in a couple of different debt-service schedules — one on a payment of a certain amount per year until the note is paid off; another being a tax increment financing that is like a tax abatement.

**It’s the bigger, better, bunker finishing tool.**

If you enjoy working with serious, no nonsense tools, wait 'til you put our new Tour Smooth Maintenance Rake in your hands. It’s a maintenance-class version of our Tour Smooth

Extra wide, extra long and extra tough, our new Tour Smooth Maintenance Rake is the best bunker finishing tool in the business!

Bunker Rake — stronger, longer and tough enough to provide years of trouble-free use! With its 22" wide extruded aluminum head, heavy-duty teeth and extra-long aluminum handle (66" or 82"), the Tour Smooth Maintenance Rake is perfect for use on deep bunker faces. But it’ll smooth and finish all bunker edges quickly and professionally.

Contact your nearby Standard Golf distributor and ask about our new Tour Smooth Maintenance Rake. It’s the best bunker finishing tool in the business!

Standard Golf Company
P.O. Box 68
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 U.S.A.
319-266-2638
fax 319-266-9627
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